
A C C U M U L A T I O N S
J E N N Y  N O R D B E R G



In the autumn of 2020, industrial designer Jenny Nordberg 
did the exhibition Accumulations at Olsson & Gerthel. Objects, 
furniture and lamps were created from leftover materials in a 
temporary workshop. One of these works was a floor lamp.



The lamp is made of waste materials from the producers 
Örsjö, Lydotech and Malmö Upcycling Service. This results in 

variations in the different details and makes each lamp unique. 
The exception is the heavy glass blocks that serves as a weight 

in the base, they originate from a small glasswork on the 
island of Murano outside Venice, Italy.



The lamp made in the exhibition, that now has inherited the 
name Accumulations from the show in which it was created in, 
was sold almost immediately to a private collector.  We were 
met by a great demand during the remaining exhibition time, 
something we believe is related to the size and expression of 

the lamp.





Accumulations is with its medium size both large and small 
depending on how you place it in the room. The floor lamp 
is stabile due to the heavy glass stones int the bottom and 

together with the loose floating arm, they provides a design 
language that balances between brutal and elegant. The 

production of Accumulations takes place in Småland. The steel 
is either completely recycled or classified as leftover material. 
Plastic details are made of recycled plastic and all parts in the 

lamp can be recycled again. The floor switch makes the 
lamp dimmable.



Olsson & Gerthel’s key words are “art, furniture, knowledge” 
and the lamp Accumulations is a brilliant example on just this.



PRICE

SEK 9 790 (incl. VAT)

MATERIALS

Steel, aluminium, copper and glass

DIMENSIONS

D20 x H178 x W170 cm

MEDIA

Download high resolution images here

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1XwZQhPMr8QUzd35wliAU-p43l3IxBJJ3?usp=sharing



